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The thesis presents a mathematical model for predicting surface 
tension in condensate films.  The approach taken to this study is different 
from how surface tension is normally approached.  Surface tension is 
primarily determined through laboratory measurements. This work shows 
how it can be determined mathematically based on the formulation of 
bonding energy between atoms as described by the Lennard-Jones 
potential. 
The results are used to predict the surface tension of a selected 
group of elements and molecules.  Predictions from the model compare 
favorably with the documented surface tension values of the selected 
elements.  However, the model does deviate somewhat from the 
documented surface tension values for the larger molecules.  This model 
should be useful in formulating the response of various nano and micro 
systems to capillary action.
 iv
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I. Introduction: 
 Surface interfaces occur everywhere, with the new 
technologies being developed especially in nanotechnology there is an 
important need to understand surface properties [1].  Surface tension, one 
of these surface properties, is defined as an effect that causes a liquid to 
behave like an elastic sheet [2].  The phenomenon scientists know as 
surface tension is caused by the cohesive forces between liquid 
molecules.  Cohesive forces are forces that occur between like molecules.  
Surface tension is one of the most important concepts when dealing with 
interfaces; the effects that arise from it play a role in the behavior of 
systems [1]. It is measured in force per unit length, generally in mN/m, 
milliNewtons per meter.  Surface tension is important because of its 
widespread applications.  It is evident in our everyday lives with the 
beading of water droplets, lubricating surfaces, the material of a tent, 
along with other daily occurrences.  Applications extend beyond the 
everyday and are seen in the medical field, thermodynamics, chemistry, 
and other scientific areas [3]. 
There are several documented experimental methods for measuring 
surface tension: 
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1. Tensiometry: measurement of surface and interfacial tension by 
a tensiometer.  Tests are “based on force measurement of the 
interaction of a probe with the surface of interface of two 
fluids” [4]. Mathematical interpretation is based on the shape of 
the probe. 
2. DuNoüy Ring method: one of the probes used in tensiometry; 
interaction between a platinum ring with the surface. 
Traditional method to measure surface tension. 
3. Wilhelmy Plate method: other probe used in tensiometry; 
interaction between platinum plate with surface. Universal 
method especially to check surface tension over long duration 
intervals. 
4. Spinning Drop method: ideal for measuring low interfacial 
tensions. 
5. Pendant Drop Shape Analysis:  useful for high temperatures 
and pressures. Bubbles geometry is analyzed. 
6. Jaeger’s method (bubble pressure):  determine surface tension 
at short surface ages, maximum pressure measured. 
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7. Drop Volume method: determine surface tension as a function 
of interface age [4,5]. 
Since surface tension plays an important part in everyday life, 
formulating a model to predict these values is extremely useful as an 
analytical tool.  The motivation for this model is to formulate surface 
tension to put us in a better position to integrate capillary phenomena, 
giving the purpose that the model allows surface tension to be 
analytically determined.  To do this there has to be knowledge of the 
fundamental engineering mechanics that are based on the use of atomic 
bonding energy, as defined by the Lennard Jones potential.  With our 
present knowledge predicting surface tension analytically is something 
that does not exist except in laboratory experiments.   
The ability to predict surface tension is useful in the advancement 
of technology.  With advancements in technology, the mechanics of 
surface tension can be interfaced with nano and micro structures.  
Nanotechnology is an emerging leader in the field of science and 
engineering research.  It is defined by early promoter Albert Franks as 
“that area of science and technology where dimensions and tolerances in 
the range of 0.1 nm to 100 nm play a critical role” [6].  With the 
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invention of the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) by Binnig & 
Rohrer in the early 1980s, the ability for researchers to look at the 
applications of mechanics on the micro and nano levels becomes more 
than a thought; it becomes a reality.  The continued development of 
nanotechnology has applications in the real world with breakthroughs in 
areas such as material, manufacturing, medicine, energy, biotechnology, 
and national security [7].  It is important to know the scale being 
examined when working on the nano level.  It is generally agreed that: 
1. nano range is atomic to 100nm 
2.  the micro scale range is 100 nm to 500μm 
3.  the macro scale range is 500μm and above 
It is also important to note that 1angstrom=0.1nm. 
 Bonding mechanisms of atoms directly affect the force-
deformation relationships.  Structural components and the behavior of 
nano structures are analyzed by the properties of these bonds.  
Chemically bonded atoms are formed from atoms sharing electrons, 
making these strong bonds.  Chemical bonds hold the atoms within a 
molecule together forming what is commonly referred to as a slightly 
rigid structural component.   
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Lennard-Jones potential is used as a description of the interaction 
between chemically bonded atoms [8].  The Lennard-Jones potential 
formula is a mathematical approximation of how atoms in an attached 












dwF −==                      (2) 
A and B are known as the Lennard-Jones constants, with a specific value 
for each element and molecule.  The values are determined by the 
bonding and non-bonding mechanisms at the surface interfaces.  These 
















Figure 1:  Potential Energy between two atoms :A=1.0E-4nN-nm 
nm^6 & B=1.0E-7 nNnm nm^12 
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The results of a representative bonding model is shown in Figures 
1 and 2.  In Figure 1 the energy of the film decreases as the equilibrium 
separation increases.  When the energy of the film reaches its equilibrium 
position, the energy will reach a trough.  Similar to Figure 1, in Figure 2 
there is a representation of the simplest behavior of the force with respect 
to separation distance.  In Figure 2 the force increases with the increase 
of separation, and at rmax the force reaches a maximum.  With regard to 
capillary films, the “bubble” will burst when r is greater than rmax.  
Using distance between two atoms to model the potential energy 
makes the Lennard-Jones potential an empirical relationship.  The 
Lennard-Jones potential for  has two forms that are represented by 
equations 3 and 5[9, 10].  These two sets of constants 
w
σ , ε , A, and B are 





































Brw −=                                                                 (5) 
64εσ=A  J m6                                                        (6) 
124εσ=B  J m12                                                              (7) 
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The constants of sigma (σ) and epsilon (ε) are based on the materials.  
The non- dimensional form of the Lennard-Jones potential uses the sigma 
and epsilon to determine potential energy.  The dimensional form 
examined during this study uses the constants of A and B, equations 6 
and 7.  The units for A are [J m6] and for B are [J m12].  However, since 
we are dealing with the nano scale, the units will be [(nN nm) nm6] and 



















igure 2: Resultant Force between two atoms: A=1.0E-4nN-nm 
m^6 & B=1.0E-7 nN-nm nm^12 
         
F
n
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 The geometry shown in Figure 3 is fundamental to this study.  The 
tomic arrangement coupled with the Lennard-Jones potential, leads to 
e definition of equilibrium separation, re, and maximum separation, rmax.  
o determine equilibrium separation, the derivative of the Lennard-Jones 
nergy equation, equation 1 is set equal to zero and then solved for r.  
nder this condition r=re.  The same process occurs for the determination 
ax, the derivative of the Lennard-
Jones force equation, equation 2 is set equal to zero and then solved for r.  







of rmax.  To define the equation for rm
0=
dr
dw                                                  (8) 




=                                              (10) 
0=
dr
dF                                                 (11)  









Br                            (13) 
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This study focuses on the development of a mathematical model to 
predict surface tension using the Lennard-Jones potential.  Specifically, 
the mathematical model developed will provide an engineering tool for 
interfacing surface tension mechanics with nano and micro systems. The 
following sections explain the model simulations of surface tension an
demonstrate how the model is used to relate pressure to capillary 
geometries.  Of a particular interest is the relationship between the 
predicted surface tension and bubble pressure.  This relationship provides 
the check on our analytically determined surface tension. 
There wil
d 
l also be a development of the mechanics of surface 
tension for the following four configurations:  
 
Figure 3: Capillary geometry to define re and rmax 
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1. Atomic ring with no pressure 
2. Atomic ring with internal pressure 
3. Atomic sphere with no pressure 
4. Atomic sphere with internal pressure 
The prediction of surface tension is derived from the Lennard Jones 
potential, capillary geometries, and the mathematical methodology
final portion of this study focuses on the comparison of the calculat
surface tension to what is documented in literature, based on previous 
experiments. 
.  The 
ed 
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II. Objective of Study 
Cu perimentally in the 
laboratory  develop a simulation 
model tha rface tension.  This 
ns 
dicted surface tensions that are in agreement with the 
documented data.   
 
rrently surface tension is determined ex
.  The objective of this research is to
t can be used to mathematically predict su
model should be a useful engineering tool for predicting the deflectio
in micro and nano structures caused by capillary forces.  Application of 
the simulation model developed in this study, on various elements of 








nsation between the engaged surfaces.   
Peter Kralchevsky and Nikolai De
forces and structuring in layer of colloid particles” investigate the 
advances in science involving capillary forces. In general “capillary 
forces are interactions between particles mediated by fluid interfaces” 
[12].  The interest in these types of forces has grown due to the 
recognition of their importance in the self-assembly of macro and 
microscopic particles and molecules.  In Figure 4 there is a representation 
of the different types of capillary forces that are found occurring in nature 
[12]. 
. Capillary Forces 
A function of separation distance, commonly encountered in n
is capillary forces.  These forces are the results of the surface energy 
tension on the surface of liquids [2].  The spontaneous condensation of 
liquids from surrounding vapor leads to the formation of a liquid bridge.
The relationship is developed on either the basis of total energy of solid 
surfaces interacting through liquid and ambient vapor or by direct 
calculation of the force [11].  These forces are important to the 
understanding of micro mechanisms because of the possible presence
humidity and conde
nkov in their article “Capillary 
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Figure 4: Types of Capillary Forces [12] 
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At any point the local capillary force on a fiber-liquid-vapor triple 
line can have a magnitude equal to the surface tension and the direction 
perpendicular to the triple tangent vector dl .  Local capillary force vectors 
must satisfy four constraints:  
1. Is at an angle, the contact angle, to the fiber tangent 
surface so that F • θγ sin=n  
2. Where  is the outward fiber surface normal of unit 
length 
3. Is perpendicular to edge tangent vector 
n
 so that F • dl  dl
 is γ=0, the magnitude | F | ; the surface tension 
4. The edge integral makes a clockwise loop around the 
fiber, the solder droplet will always be on the left, so that 
<90, dlFn •× >0(<0 for θθ >90°) [13] 
To better understand or visualize the free surface energy the 
analogy of elastic membranes is often used.  Surface tension is a physical 
property of liquids; if a liquid is entrapped by a “membrane,” it achieves 
a pressure and shape that is in equilibrium with the surface tension.  
While the membrane analogy helps in understanding, there is a basic 
difference between elastic membranes and surface tension.  With surface 
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tensio
esentation of internal pressure, and 
equati 5 is a  
These equations will be used in the development of the mathematical 
simula ns tha ce 










Figure 5: Free Body Diagram of spherical bubble
n the film tension remains constant, and the pressure falls off as the 
radius of the bubble increases.  However, with the membrane analogy, 
the tension increases as radius increases, and the pressure remains 
constant.  Equation 14 is a repr
on 1  spherical pressure vessel as represented in Figure 5.







p γ2=                                                      (14) 
r
p t12σ=                                                     (15) 
Within bubbles there are three different states of matter: gas, 
liquid, and solid.  For the purpose of this study it is important to talk 
about the states of gases and liquids within a bubble to develop a better 
understanding of how capillary forces and surface tension play a role.   
Examining at the properties of gases, it is known that gases:  
1. Assume the shape and volume of the container 
2. 
3. 
Liquids:   
1. 
2. tween the particles 
3. 
For a gas within a bubble the knowledge of a gas’s property allows us to 
conclude that the radius of the film will be much greater than that of the 
Have compressibility; maximum space between particles 
Flow easily 
 The same type of information is examined for the liquid state as well. 
Assume the shape of the container which they occupy 
Are not easily compressible; little free space be
Flow easily[14] 
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equilibrium radius throughout the entire bubble.  However, the same 
cannot be said for a liqui e of a 
liquid have no neighboring atoms above them; consequently, they are 
attracted more strongly to the atoms below them.  This attraction forms a 
“film” on the surface, which makes objects more difficult to move 
through that surface than when submerged [5].  This knowledge allows 
the relationship between the radius, the equilibrium radius and rmax to be 
determined.  In the case of a liquid within a bubble on the surface where 
the film is formed, the radius is less than that of the rmax.  But this is only 
true for the surface of the bubble; when examining at the interior of the 
bubble this cannot be concluded.  Within the interior of a bubble the 
molecules are free to move within the space so the radius is greater than 
that of the rmax.  It is also concluded from the properties of a liquid that 
within liquids a static force can not be supported, but the strength of the 
film is based on the bonding of the atoms on the surface. 
 
 
d within a bubble.  Atoms on the surfac
 17
IV. Mathematical Methodology 
This section develops the mathematical formulation of the four 
configurations being studied.  
1. Atomic ring with no pressure 
2. Atomic ring with internal pressure 
3. Atomic sphere with no pressure 
4. Atomic sphere with internal pressure 
These configurations are chosen for their relevance to the Lennard-Jones 
potential. 
To comprehend the response of the Lennard-Jones potential, it is 
critical to start with a basic model and develop the basic understandin
of how it behaves.  Figure 6, a representation of the basic setup of the 












Figure 6: Basic Lennard-Jones Model 
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Both energy and for (re), which occurs 
when ur 
forces that can be withstood without the 
film (bub y and force that are produced 
after equi has burst. 
Configura  
Fro odel is developed as a 
 
an angle of theta (θ), a radius R from the center of the ring, 
and no
between the atoms. 
ce reach an equilibrium separation 
the atoms in the film reach an equilibrium state.  Values that occ
before the re is reached are the 
ble) bursting.  The values of energ
librium separation occur after the film 
tion1- atomic ring with no pressure
m the two atom model, a mathematical m
representation of an atomic ring.  The atoms are separated by a separation
distance r, 
 internal pressure.  In figure 7 a diagram of the atomic ring gives 
an idea of how the model is able to change within the Lennard-Jones 
energy and force equations. 
The equation developed is a change in separation distance r 
                                           (16) 
 radius R is derived from the 
  In equations 1 and 2 separation 
16 producing the following equations 
)2/sin(2 θRr =
The development of the equation of
new equation for separation distance. 
distance is replaced with equation 
for energy and force. 
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RF −=                 (18) 
R is determined by setting =
dR










=                   (19) 













B                                    (20) 
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With R being established, the equilibrium separation distance between 
the atoms is also determined.  From the determination of radius, theta and 
separation, the values for energy and force with the atomic ring are 
produced.  Figures 8a and 8b are an atomic collar representation of the 
atomic ring.  From the atomic collar the following equations are 
determined: 




=                (22) 
Configuration 2- atomic ring with internal pressure 
ion from the no 
pressure model of configuration 1.  In the second configuration, an 
internal pressure force is placed within the atomic ring causing a force 
that pushes outwards.  Figure 9 is a section view ing with 
an internal pressure that causes the atoms to move out a distance e from 
the radius determined in configuration 1. The addition of an internal force 
has changed equations 1, 2, and the distance r b s.  The 
The atomic ring with pressure model is a slight variat
 of the atomic r
etween the atom
distance equation 17 becomes: 
)2/sin()(2 θeRr +=                                          (23) 
with R and θ from configuration 1. 
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 The minimum potential energy principle is a fundamental concept 
in several scientific areas, such as physics, chemistry, and 
thermodynamics.  In the second configuration the addition of internal 
pressure is utilized; to add the term Ω to the model, the minimum 
potential energy principle must be used.  Equation 24a is the basic 
equation used by this principle; the total potential energy is the sum of 
bond energy and the potential energy.  For the purpose of this study the U 
in equation 24a is replaced with the  coming from the Lennard Jones 
potential equations [15]. 
                                                                          (24a) 
 




Ω+= wV                                                                            (24b) 
)(eVV =                                                                             (25) 
0=
dV    solve for e                                                           (26) 
de
In addition to the added term in the distance equation there is also the 
addition of energy  with P being the force pressing outwards. 
                                                                            (27) 






























From the equation 0=
de
















θ                                          (30) 
The determination of e produces the separation distance between the 
atoms in the atomic ring.  Configuration 2 force and energy values are 
compared to those of configuration 1 to see how pressure affects the 
equilibrium state of the atomic ring. 
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Configuration 3
 The third  in 
the shape of a tly 
symmetrical, three dimensional geometric object [16].  Figure 10a gives a 
depiction of the basic nesting pattern of atoms being assumed in the 
study.  The hexagonal pattern is essential to the model.  Figure 10b is a 
section view of the hexagonal pattern along the great circle. 
To find the equation of theta a sphere must be divided into regions.  
A sphere is split into two hemispheres and then divided into four regions, 
each of which has two sides that are segments of a great circle [17, 18].   
- atomic sphere with no pressure 
 configuration designed for the study involves a film
 sphere.  Mathematically a sphere is known as a perfec
)(θRr =                                     (31) 
ntipodal 
points occur on the surface of the sphere and are located diametrically 
opposite to another point so that when a line is drawn from one to the 
 
, and the two angles are equal [18].   
 
A great circle has the same center and radius as the sphere.  A
other the line will pass through the center of the sphere.   
The segments of the great circle are called lunes or biangles.  A 
lune is the intersection of 2 hemispheres. In a lune two things must be












Figure 10a: Basic nesting pattern assumed for analysis 
 
Figure 10b: Basic nesting pattern along great circle 
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To determine the radius R, the value of r is replaced producing 














ARF −=                  (33) 
From the equation 0=
dR









BR                                    (34) 
Configuration 4-atomic sphere with internal pressure 
The final configuration in this study is a variation of the third 
configuration.  Figure 11 demonstrates the addition of pressure to a 
sphere causing the atoms in the sphere to move outwards a distance of e 
from the radius R that comes from configuration 3. There is an addition 
of a pressure term to the energy and force equations. The geometry of the 
sphere from Figure 11 produces the equation for separation distance: 
))(( θeRr +=                                    (35) 































eF −−= 137)(                           (37) 
0=
de
dw , the equation for e is determined. The e leads to the 
production of the separation distance between atoms.  







=                                                            (38) 
 demonstrate how the pressure affects the equilibrium 
positioning determined in configuration 3.   
  
The values of energy and force, when modeled against separation 
distance,
 28
V. Discussion of Results 
The development of the mathematical simulations allows for the 
discussion and comparison of the Lennard-Jones potential energy and 
force equations.  To understand the results that occur, the basic model 
must be exaimined.  The basic two atom model shows that both the 
energy and force are directly connected to equilibrium separation. This 
connection can be seen through the Lennard-Jones potential equations 
nd the results of the basic model, which are represented in Table 1. 
constants of A and B equaling: 
A=1.0E-4 nN-nm nm^6 
 
Table 1: Lennard Jones Values  
Element σ (m) ε (J) 
A Lennard 
(J m ) 
B Lennard 






















in general [22] 3.16E-10 2.50E-21 1.00E-76 1.00E-133 1.00E-04 1.00E-07
              
CCl4 [19] 5.88E-10 4.51E-21 7.46E-76 3.08E-131 7.46E-04 3.08E-05
Hg   [19] 2.9E-10 1.174E-20 2.79E-77 1.66E-134 2.79E-05 1.66E-08
H2O  [8] 3.17E-10 1.08E-21 4.34E-78 4.36E-135 4.34E-6 4.36E-9
Ne   [19] 2.75E-10 4.92E-22 8.51E-79 3.68E-136 8.51E-07 3.68E-10
Ar    [19] 3.40E-10 1.70E-21 1.05E-77 1.62E-134 1.05E-05 1.62E-08
He  [21] 2.56E-10 1.41E-22 1.59E-79 4.47E-137 1.59E-07 4.47E-11
Kr   [21] 3.68E-10 2.30E-21 2.28E-77 5.67E-134 2.28E-05 5.67E-08
Xe   [21] 4.07E-10 3.10E-21 5.64E-77 2.56E-133 5.64E-05 2.56E-07









th internal pressure 
 rnal pressure behaves the same as 
onfiguration 1 and that of the simplest two atom model.  While these 
two concepts behave in the same manner, the addition of  intern
pressure does affect the interaction en ato he f 
nc t c
e pushin rd uil e in r
er than c ti  to i rn u
rease in iu atio d r
rations w rn re.
 nm^12   [22] 
uration1- atomic ring with no pressure 
 The energy and force values for the atomic ring with no pressure
behave in the same manner as the basic model.  Because this 
configuration has no internal pressure, the values of energy and force
be the same as the basic model.  The geometry of the atomic ring has no
affect on the bonding mechanisms between two atoms.  A graphical 
representation of the energy and force for this configuration is shown
s 1 and 2. 
Configuration 2- atomic ring wi





energy betwe ms.  T
and force are affected by the dista e the atoms move ou ward be ause of 
the forc g outwa .  The eq ibrium s paration  configu ation 2 
is great onfigura on 1 due the addit on of inte al press re.   
This inc  equilibr m separ n is the efining te m for the 
configu ith inte al pressu  
 30
The comparison of the potential energy in the atomic ring with no 




atomic sphere with no pressure 




pressure to the atomic ring with internal pressu
a t of energy tends to increase when pressure is added.  Comparison
between the resultant forces of the two atomic ring configurat
that the amount of resultant force capable tends to increase when pressure 
is added to the atomic ring.  These two comparisons indicate that a 
pressure force causes both the energy and the force to increase as the
equilibrium separation increases.  
Configuration 3- 
The atomic sphere configuration behaves like t
c uration with no pressure.  Looking at the geometry of the thi
configuration it appears that a sphere is capable of maintaining a greate
equilibrium separation than a ring.  However, because there is no 
pressure involved in the configuration, the equilibrium separation of a 
sphere with no internal pressure is capable of the same equilibrium 
separation as the atomic ring with no internal pressure.  Since the 
equilibrium separation for this third configuration is the same as the 
configuration 1, it is concluded that the energy and forces are the sa






ration due to the addition of an internal 
uration 4- atomic sphere with internal pressure 
 The final configuration of this study is an atomic sphere with an
internal pressure.  This configuration’s results can be compared to that of 
configuration 2.  The energy and force values of the atomic sphere with 
internal pressure are the same as the atomic ring with internal pressure.  
Comparing the energy and force values of configurations 1 and 3 to
final setup, the values in this final configuration will be greater becaus
of the increase in equilibrium sepa
pressure. 
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VI. Comparison with documented surface tension 
ained to be merely a measure of success of the mathematical 
analysis.  It is determined that, with the exception of water and benzene, 
there is no absolute value of surface tension that has been agreed upon to 
within one-tenth of 1 % for liquids.  This is because of the variation of 
one part in 1000 in surface tension.  However, in most investigations of 
surface phenomena, it is sufficient to measure relative values or 
variations instead of actual values [23].  For this reason, current 
knowledge of surface tension is understood from testing rather than from 
mathematical modeling.  
 As one of the fundamental parameters, surface tension is one of 
the single most accessible experimental parameters that describe the 
Surface tension is an effect that causes a liquid to behave like an 
elastic sheet.  It is caused by the attraction between molecules due to the 
intermolecular forces.  On a surface the molecules are pulled inward by 
the molecules within a liquid.  Surface tension is defined as “the force 
along a line of unit length perpendicular to the surface or work done per 
unit area” [5].   












developed.  The following equations are used 
to dev .  
ic state [17].  Its importance on the behavior of fluids 
ixtures has caused it to be one of the most studied physical 
properties in the last century.  The classic equation for surface tension is 
given by van der Waals; however, by replacing the classic equation with
one used to reproduce thermodynamic singularities at the critical point,
Fisk and Widom were able to make predictions of the surface tension at 
the critical point
e final purpose of this study, a comparison is made between the 
current documented experimental data for surface tension and surface 
tension predicted in this study based on the Lennard-Jones potential.   
Within the forces determined by the Lennard-Jones potential 
equations there is a critical pressure force (Pcr).  This Pcr is important to 
the ability to calculate the surface tension mathematically.  The ability to
do this comes from previous knowledge of spheres and surface te
Figure 12 is a depiction of the geometry used to determine
equations 39 through 46.  The relationships between the desired 
unknowns are shown and 
elop a computer program to predict surface tension, see Appendix
The symbols in these equations are illustrated in Figures 12 and 3. 
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These equations are the essence of the thesis.   Equation 46, in particular, 
mathematically relates surface tension to internal pressure as determined 
from the Lennard Jones potential.  Figure 12 is essential to the model; it 
is a 1/6th representation of the hexagon configuration seen in Figure 10a.  
At each corner there are 5 other triangles coming into the point, which 
leads to the conclusion that at each corner is a pressure of 1/6th the total 
For example the A and B values for mercury are A=2.79E-5 nN-
nm nm^6 and B=1.66E-8 nN-nm nm^12.  Assuming a radius of 1 mm for 
a bubble and using the above equ ercury the 
calculated and documented surface tensions match as seen in Table 2.   
Table 2: Determination of Surface Tension Hg 
Determination of Surface Tension of Mercury     
pressure.  
ations it is shown that for m
A  = 2.79E-05 nN-nm
a 
425mN/m nm^6     
gamm
= 
B  = 1.66E-08 
 nN-nm 
nm^12         
              
R  = 1 mm =   1000000 nm   
Theta = 3.30E-07 Rad         
re  = 3.30E-01 Nm         
rmax = E-01 Nm     3.61     
e= 9.40E-02 mm = 9.40E+04 nm     
Fmax = 9.69E-02 nN         
Pcr = 9.59E-08 nN         
Area = 5.64E-02 Nm   ^2       
P  = 8.4991E-07 nN/nm^2 =  0.849909586 Pa     
              
gamma = 0.424954793   nN/nm (N/m)        
gamma = 424.9547932   mN/m       
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Equation 46 is the essential equation for this model; it is shown 
numerically that surface tension is not a function of the radius. 
Tables 3 and 4 are representations of the comparisons between the 
experimental surface tension and calculated surface tension values.  From 
Table 2, 3, 4, and the tables located in the appendix; the results show th
the values between the documented and calculated surface tensions are 
either close
at 
 or match in value. 
 
on match those that 
have been experimentally determ ed.  However, for those surface 
t ns that a l the experimental values, the error can be 
found in the values of the Lennard-Jo
i Lennard nts A and B, it is assumed that there is a 
calculation error in how those values or specific e m ts are f nd.  
Since A and B are based on the epsil a values, this is where 
t at c m  elements, changing the values of  
In Table 3 surface tension comparison for the basic elements are 
found; thus, we are able to examine the Lennard- Jones potential values 
next to the surface tensions calculated from this data and to the 
experimental data found in the literature.  It is maybe concluded that, for
the most part, the calculated values of surface tensi
in
ensio re very c ose to 
nes constants.   For the error found 
n the - Jones consta
 f le en ou
on and sigm
he calcul ion error oc urs.  For so e
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Table 3: Surface Tension Comparison of basic elements 

















in general 3.16E-10 2.50E-21 1.00E-04 1.00E-07     
              
Hg 2.9E-10 1.174E-20 2.79E-05 1.66E-08 424.9 425 
Ne 2.75E-10 4.92E-22 8.51E-07 3.68E-10 19.8 16 
Ar 3.40E-10 1.70E-21 1.05E-05 1.62E-08 44.89 42 
Kr 3.68E-10 2.30E-21 2.28E-05 5.67E-08 51.5 52.1 
Xe 4.07E-10 3.10E-21 5.64E-05 2.56E-07 57.2 61 
He 2.56E-10 1.41E-22 1.59E-07 4.47E-11 6.58 0.12 
 
A and B allows for the matching values of surface tension that currently 
do not match the experimental values to be obtained.   
The model being used in the study is accurate for the basic elements 
being examined, with the exception of helium.  In the case of helium, the 
experimental value of the surface tension is still disputed by several 
sources.  In recent studies, it has been determined that for liquid helium 
the results obtained for the value of surface tension has differed by as 
much as 6% [24].  This knowledge, that the value of surface tension for 
helium is still disputed, makes it possible for the model in this study to be 
accurate for the basic element helium.  However, when further work on 
the surface tension of helium is completed, those results will prove if the 
model is accurate for the basic element helium.  If future work shows that 
the value for surface tension obtained is not equal to what is 
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predicted by the model, it is assumed that the make-up of helium atoms 
indicates why the model is not accurate. 
In Table 4 comparison of surface tension data is continued for 
several molecules.  The table shows that for the molecules, the values of 
surface tension do not match with documented values.  However, for the 
molecule carbon tetrachloride, changing the value of the Lennard-Jones 
constants allows for the documented value of surface tension to be 
obtained.  For the two other molecules found in Table 4, it is concluded 
that the model being used is only accurate for smaller molecules.  In this 
model, the length between atoms is important.  For molecules the length 
between the atoms is unknown, and because of the varying number of 
atoms that can be in a molecule, it is unknown how these affect the 
model.  Further work along these lines is needed to develop simulation 
models for larger molecules. 
 
 
Table 4: Surface Tension Comparison of Molecules 












t iIn general 3.16E-10 2.50E-21 1.00E-04 1.00E-07     
CCl4 5.88E-10 4.51E-21 7.46E-04 3.08E-05 39.8 26.43 
CO2 4.50E-10 4.00E-21 0.000133 1.10E-06 60.6 5 











n.  The study is directly prompted by a need to better understand
the ability to mathematically determine surface tension.  The elements 
examined for the study were arbitrarily chosen.  Using the documented 
values for constants A and B surface tension was mathematically 
determined for the elements and molecules.  For the basic elements 
chosen the predicted surface tension agrees with the documented surface
tension.  The model is also used to predict the surface tension of larger 
molecules, while the calculated values are in the ball park the numbers 
don’t agree with what is in the literature.  Future studies need to be don
to account for the larger molecules.  However, based on this work it
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Tables A.1 through A.9 show the Lennard-Jones constants, radius, 
angle theta, equilibrium separation (re), maximum radius, maximum 
Force, pressure, critical pressure, and the area being used to calculate the 
surface tension.  For all molecules be ng modeled the radius (R) is set to 
be 1 mm.  
Table A.1: Determination of Surface Tension CCl4 
Determination of Surface Tension of Carbon Chloride 
  
  
        
 
i
A  = 7.46E-04 
nN-nm 
nm^6    gamma = 26.4mN/m
B  = 3.08E-05           
              
R  = 1 mm = 1000000 nm     
Theta = 6.69E-07 rad         
              
re  = 6.69E-01 nm         
rmax = 7.32E-01 nm         
e  = 9.40E-02 mm = 9.40E+04 nm     
              
Fmax = 1.84E-02 nN         
Pcr  = 3.69E-08 nN         
Area = 2.32E-01 nm^2         
P  = 7.96957E-08 nN/nm^2 = 0.079695706 Pa     
              
gamma = 0.039847853 
nN/nm 
(N/m)          
gamma = 39.84785309 mN/m         
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Table A.2: Determination of Surface Tension H20 
Determination of Surface Tension of Water     
A  = 4.34E-06 nN-nm nm^6     
gamma 
= 72mN/m 
B  = 4.36E-09           
              
R  = 1 mm = 1000000 nm     
Theta = 3.60E-07 rad         
              
re  = 3.60E-01 nm         
rmax = 3.94E-01 nm         
e  = 9.40E-02 mm = 9.40E+04 nm     
              
Fmax = 8.18E-03 nN         
Pcr  = 8.83E-09 nN         
Area = 6.72E-02 nm^2         
              
P  = 6.57559E-08 nN/nm^2 =  0.065755946 Pa     
              
gamma = 0.0328 )    77973 nN/nm (N/m       
gamma = 32.877 N   97279 m /m       
 
T e A.3: De ermina urfac  T  N
ation of Su on of Neon     
abl t tion of S e ension e 
Determin rface Tensi
A  = 8.51E-07 nN-nm nm^6 
gamma 
= 16mN/m     
B  = 3.6     8E-10       
              
R  = 1 mm      = 1000000 nm
Theta = 3.13E-07 rad          
              
re  = 3.1     3E-01 nm     
rmax = 3.42E-01 nm         
e= 9.40E-02 mm      = 9.40E+04 nm
              
Fmax = 4.29E-03 nN         
              
P cr = 4.02E-09 nN         
Area = 5.07E-02 nm^2         
              
P  = 3.96715E-08 nN/nm^2 =  0.039671493 Pa     
              
gamma = 0.019835747 nN/nm (N/m)          
gamma = 19.83574672 mN/m         
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Table A.4: Determination of Surface Tension Ar 
Determination of Surface Tension of Argon     
A  = 1.05E-05 nN-nm nm^6     
gamma 
= 42mN/m 
B  = 1.62E-08           
              
R  = 1 mm = 1000000 nm     
Theta = 3.87E-07 rad         
              
re  = 3.87E-01 nm         
rmax = 4.23E-01 nm         
e  = 9.40E-02 mm = 9.40E+04 nm     
              
Fmax = 1.20E-02 nN         
P cr = 1.39E-08 nN         
Area = 7.75E-02 nm^2         
P  = 5E-08 /nm^2 =  83491  8.9783 nN 0.0897 Pa     
              
gamma = 91745 /nm (N/m)  0.0448 nN         
gamma = 44.89174533 mN/m         
 
    
Table A.5: Determination of Surface Tension He 
Determination of Surface Tension of Helium 





B  = 4.47E-11           
              
R  = 1 m = 1000000m nm     
Theta = 2.91E-0   7 rad       
              
re  = 2.91E-01  nm         
rmax = 3.19E-01 nm         
e  = 9.40E-02 mm = 9.40E+04 nm     
              
Fmax = 1.32E-03  nN         
              
P cr = 1.16E-09  nN         
Area = 4.39E-02 nm^2         
p  = 1. ^2 =  61016  3161E-08 nN/nm 0.0131 Pa     
              
gamma =     0.006580508 nN/nm (N/m)       




Table A.6: Determination of Surface Tension Kr 
mination of Deter Surface Tension of Krypton     
A  = 2.28E-05 -nm nm^6 
mma 
.1mN/mnN     
ga
= 52
B  = 5.67E-08           
              
R  = 1 m = 1000000m nm     
Theta = 4.19E-07 rad         
              
re  = 4.19E-01 nm         
rmax = 4.58E-01 nm         
e  = 9.40E-02 mm = 9.40E+04 nm     
              
Fmax = 1.49E-02 nN         
              
P cr = 1.87E-08 nN         
Area = 9.09E-02 nm^2         
p  = 1.0316E-07 nN/nm^2 =  60299  0.1031 Pa     
              
gamma = 0.051580149 nN/nm (N/m)          
gamma = 51.58014944 mN/m         
 
Table A.7: Determination of Surface Tension Xe 
rminati  of on of Xenon Dete on Surface Tensi     
A  = 5.64E-05 nN-nm nm^6   
mma 
mN/m   
ga
= 61
B  = 2.56E-07           
              
R  = 1 mm = 1000000 nm     
Theta = 4.63E-07 rad         
              
re  = 4.63E-01 m n         
rmax = 5.06E-01 nm         
e  = 9.40E-02 mm = 9.40E+04 nm     
              
Fmax = 1.83E-02 nN         
              
P cr = 2.54E-08 nN         
Area = 1.11E-01 nm^2         
p  = 1.14404E-07 nN/nm^2 =  0.11440386 Pa     
              
gamma = 0.05720193 nN/nm (N/m)          
gamma = 57.20193024 mN/m         
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Table A.8: Determination of Surface Tension CO2 
    Determination of Surface Tension of Carbon Dioxide 





B  = 1.10E-06           
              
R  = 1 m = 1000000m nm     
Theta = 5.12E-0   7 rad       
              
re  = 5.12E-01  nm         
rmax = 5.60E-01 nm         
e  = 9.40E-02 mm = 9.40E+04 nm     
              
Fmax = 2.14E-02  nN         
              
Pcr  = 3.29E-08  nN         
Area = 1.36E-01 nm^2         
              
p  = 1.2122E-07 nN/nm^2 =  0.121219829 Pa     
              
gamma = 0.060609915 nN/nm (N/m)          
gamma = 60.6099146 mN/m         
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